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Jenny Kellogg, Director of Jazz and Low Brass
Kristina Ploeger, Director of Choral Activities
Kate Sloan, Graduate Assistant
Victoria Dreher, Sound Reinforcement
Wentao Xing, Sound Recording
EWU Holiday Jazz Program

Jolly Ole St. Nick
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
Angels We Have Heard on High

Traditional
Arranged by Jeff Holmes
Johnny Marks
Arranged by Dave Wolpe
Traditional
Arranged by Ralph Carmichael

Repertory Jazz Ensemble

The Most Wonderful Time of the Year
Eddie Pola / George Wyle
Arranged by Jennifer Barnes

Vocal Jazz

A Big Band Christmas
Traditional
Arranged by Carl Strommen
Hugh Martin/Ralph Blane
Arranged by Chris Shephard
Traditional
Arranged by Lauren McKinley
Traditional
Arranged by Lauren McKinley

Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas
I Saw Three Ships (Come Sailing In)
O Christmas Tree

Jazz Orchestra

Bring a Torch, Jeanette Isabella
Traditional French Carol
Arranged by Jason A. Heald
Old Welsh Air
Arranged by Greg Murai
Fred J. Coots/Haven Gillespie
Arranged by Jeremy Fox

Deck the Hall
I'll Be Home for Christmas

Collegians

Jingle Bells
James Lord Pierpont
Arranged by Tom Kubis
Lee Mendelson/Vince Guaraldi
Arranged by Matthew Peterson
Traditional
Arranged by Lauren McKinley
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Arranged by Lola Sunny Tower

Christmas Time is Here
It Came Upon a Midnight Clear
Nutcracker Suite

Jazz Orchestra

Sleigh Ride
Leroy Anderson
Arranged by Dan Bukvich
Beal/Boothe
Arranged by Matt Amy

Jingle Bell Rock

Jazz Orchestra and Jazz Choirs
EWU Jazz Program

Jenny Kellogg, Director of Jazz, trombone
Mellad Abiad, guitar; Steve Friel, saxophone; Don Goodwin, piano; Riley Gray, piano
Andy Plamondon, trumpet; Kristina Ploeger, voice;
Scott Steed, bass; Dr. Michael Waldrop, percussion

Repertory Jazz Ensemble
Stephan Friel, Director
Saxophones: Andrew Sauvé, alto; Aleesha Grove, alto; Kevin Laws, tenor; Matthew Henson, tenor; Thomas Sanborn, bari.
Trumpets: Tyler Zlatich, lead; Jay Jones; Kyle Housden; Sean Gienapp.
Trombones: Nate Wood; Kevin Cashion; Marissa Wendt; Ben Price, bass.
Rhythm Section: Tonya Ballman, piano; Wade Taylor, guitar;
Wyatt Wireman, bass; Kyle Labish, bass; Ben Dysart, drum set; Gavin Davis, drum set

Vocal Jazz
Kate Sloan, Director
Voices: Svetlana Bilous, Morgan Cockrill, Maddie Gwinn, Malene Hundley,
Brittney Murray, Mary Ormsby, Sierra Peck.

Jazz Orchestra
Jenny Kellogg, Director
Saxophones: Chris Shephard, alto; Ben Moore, alto; Matt DaVenny, tenor; John Adams, tenor; Zachary Francis, bari.
Trumpets: Spencer Blake, lead; Justin Peterson, split lead; Taylor Smith, split lead; Nathan James; Tim Blaydon.
Trombones: Matthew Peterson; Joe Boucher; Eric Gooler; Rebecca Savinski; Nathan Westlund, bass.
Rhythm Section: Tim Ziar, guitar; Lauren McKinley, piano; Ashton Madison, bass; Andrew Repsold, drum set; Quindrey Davis, drum set.

Collegians
Kristina Ploeger, Director
Soprano: Kieo Cunningham, Al Rannow, Kate Sloan.
Alto: Alexa Amarok, Morgan Cockrill, Maddie Gwinn, Mary Ormsby.
Tenor: Taylor Anzivino, Zachariah Cartwright, Nathan Hoyt.
Bass: Ryan Gunn, Caleb Heath, Brian Rebar.
Rhythm: Lauren McKinley, piano; Kyle Labish, bass, Gavin David, drum set.
Thank you for joining us this afternoon. We appreciate your support of these young artists.

We would like to thank Dr. Mary Cullinan, Dr. Mary Ann Keogh Hoss, Dr. Roy Sonnema, Dr. Sheila Woodward, and Colleen Hegney for all of their work for and support of the Music Department.

Thank you to the entire EWU Music Department faculty and staff for all of their hard work with the numerous musicians performing tonight.

Thank you to Victoria Dreher and Wantao Xing for sound reinforcement this afternoon.

Thank you to Central Lutheran Church and Paul Brueggemeier for allowing us to have our concert in their wonderful facility.

Words to Jingle Bell Rock

Jingle Bell Jingle Bell Jingle Bell Rock, jingle bells swing and jingle bells ring, Snowing and blowing up bushels of fun, now the jingle hop has begun. Jingle Bell Jingle Bell Jingle Bell Rock, jingle bells chime in jingle bell time, Dancing and prancing in jingle bell square, in the frosty air.

What a bright time, it’s the right time, to rock the night away, Jingle bell time is a swell time, to go gliding in a one-horse sleigh.

Giddy up jingle horse pick up your feet, jingle around the clock. Mix and mingle in the jingling beat, that’s the jingle bell rock.

What a bright time, it’s the right time, to rock the night away, Jingle bell time is a swell time, to go gliding in a one-horse sleigh.

Giddy up jingle horse pick up your feet, jingle around the clock. Mix and mingle in the jingling beat, That’s the jingle bell, that’s the jingle bell, that’s the jingle bell rock.